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valley for a mile at least, thus making a foot vein of line quality, blacksmith and
lovely lake set amid lovely mountains. coking coal. It supplies local demands and
Here will be the homes and villas of the the Old Abe mill, and is hauled in wagons
o
and wealthy, and also a magnif- 100 miles to Roswell.
icent sanitarium in what is acknowledged
to be the best climate in the United States.
American Gold Mining Company.
well-to-d-

Noal Districts
The Eagle Mining and Improvement Co,
Regular Correspondence.
Among the industrial enterprises that are
bringing Lincoln county to the front the
Eagle Mining and Improvement Company
Not only so, but in the
aDd
its
the magnitude of its
plans
of
scope
clear possibilities it is the greatest enterprise in New .Mexico. And when its plans
n
are realized it will undoubtedly place
county in the very front rank among
the greatest gold producing regions of the
world.
e
Dropping eastward in a mighty
from Nogal peak is the divide whence
various
streams that
spring the
form the Bonito river. Sloping south from
this divide, and converging somewhat toward the Bonito valley, are four or five
great ridges. Lying across these ridges is
g
ore. This reef lies
a reef of
east and west, and is over j.ooofeetin
length and over 300 feet in width. Its
depth at the foot of these ridges has been
tested for 150 feet, and it is richer at that
depth than on the surface. Other reefs
almost as wide run parallel with this, while
on the north side of the divide, running
across similar ridges, are still other reefs,
one of which is Goo feet wide. These vast
ore bodies are connected by cross reefs
running north and south right up the
ridges to the top of the divide and down on
the other side, and some forty or more feet
in width. At one place on the top of the
dividers a point of rocks more than i.ouo
feet north of the first reef here referred to
and fully 1,000 feet above it. These rocks
g
In fact
ore.
are the same
s
g
ore
here is a deposit of
of a mile long, and in alternating
reefs over a mile across, with an unknown
depth, making this certainly one of the very
largest, and possibly the largest gold ore
body known to exist in the world. In magnitude it completely eclipses the famous
Homestakc mine of Lead, South Dakota,
and yields a greater average per ton and at
less cost of treatment.
For the cheap mining and milling of this
ore nature has done everything possible.
The ore is decomposed porphyry or syenite,
easily crushed and perfectly adapted to the
cyanide process. There will be no sinking
of shafts, no pumping, no timbering; it will
be simply quarrying back up the ridges on
a level from their points down in the valley
to the top of the divide and beyond, until
the divide itself for thousands of feet has
been quarried, milled and converted into a
stream of gold. Great shovels swung by
derricks will swing the ore and dump it in
the cars, the cars will run by gravity to the
mills, and the cyanide tanks will be strung
along the base of a ridge down the valley,
so that all the handling will be a down-the-ill operation, and it will cost less than Si
per ton to mine and mill this ore, which
will average .5 per ton, leaving S per ton
net profits. The company intends to erect
a mill to treat 5,000 tons per day. It is
easy to figure a prolit of $20,000 per day,
or $.0,000,000 in a year of 300 work days, all
d
for
to go out in dividends, rich
the arteries of commerce and increasing the
wealth of what is now the richest nation of
the world.
This vast deposit has fur years been

stands easily first.

Lin-coi-

sky-lin-

known to exist, and has beeu worked to a
profit, though in a small way, for a dozen
years. Four years ago, however, there
came to Lincoln county a man with the insight to see that this was a situation requiring work on a large scale. He was a man
of large comprehension, indomitable will
and the rare ability to get men to work together. He began at once to acquire and
consolidate all the mining claims of the region.
Down the beautiful Bonito valley
some five miles from the ore body, the valley becomes a canon and there is an admirable site for a dam, where unlimited electrical power can be developed at a miniCheap
mum cost for dam construction.
power was essential, so this energetic man
set about it and acquired the entire valley-

-

The genius that has effected this gigantic
consolidation and evolved these
plans is John AT. Rice. He is the general manager of the Eagle Mining and Improvement Company and lives at Parsons,
in the Bonito valley, in a home which has
been the surprise and admiration of at least
100 men whom he has been instrumental in
bringing here to inspect the country. These
men have come from' Chicago, New York
City and elsewhere.
Some have been mining experts, some geologists, some representatives of the leading papers of our
country, but for the most part they have
been men of means who were looking for a
place to invest their capital. Mr. Rice and
Mrs. Rice and their four daughters are cultured people, and they have planted in that
mountain valley what this country most

Closely associated with the Eagle Mining

far-reachi-

gold-bearin-

&

Improvement Company, is the American

Gold Mining Company.

I

It is under almost the same management
and most of the stockholders in the one own
stock in the other. The American is also
a consolidation of almost all the mines of a
mining district, some eighty-on- e
claims aggregating over 1200 acres, being included
in the company's holdings. Of these mines
two are now being worked, and from these
alone dividends are now being paid regularly at the rate of one per cent, per month,
with an equipment of a fifteen stamp mill.
A new fifteen stamp mill is now nearing
completion; it is so located that the ore can
be brought to it by tramway.-- , on a down
grade from almost all
the mines. The
stamps of the American mill will be moved
to the new location, and by February 1,
1903 it is expected that thirty stamps will
be in operation. Much development work
has been done. It is estimated that a million tons of ore are now in sight, assaying
ft 25 per
ton.
The cost for milling is $
per ton.
in addition to this, there is ore. in paying
quantities on almost every claim, and there
are at least eight of these rlaims that are as
rich at present working as either of the
two now being worked and of such value
that any one of them 'ould warrant a capitalization of $1,000,01-,.according to the
estimate of an experienced find conservative
mining man of Colorad,., who recently inspected the property
The entire capitalization of the entire consolidation of gold
mines is $5,000,000.
It is considered a
giltedged property .
,
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THAMWAY

AMERICAN MINE. NOGAL. NEW MEXICO
Property American Gold Mining Co.

Knowing
to a point below the dam site.
that companies had made many millions of
dollars by exploiting the property adjoining the Homestake mine, he gathered into
his company everything in reach, and
reachable, until the holdings include over
V") claims, or some 6,000 acres of mineral
land. Many of these claims are in themselves gold mines and will pay to work, but
are overshadowed by the immense ore bodies already referred to. Vet they have an
additional value, for the region has an
abundant rain fall, and hence a luxuriant
vegetation.
Dense,
touched forests
abound, and upon the holdings of this company is timber having an actual value today of a good $x,oo.),(i)i).
The company
owns the townsite near where the vast milling operations will be conducted, and will
bye and bye be the owner of a city. The
dam will be at least 100 feet high, and the
waters of the Bonito will bo backed up the
1111

needs
known

-

a Christian home. "Eagle Hall "is
far and wide for its generous hos-

pitality and good cheer. To such families
and such homes, and Lincoln county has
many such, we extend a most hearty welcome.

Last July the Eagle Miningand Improvement Company added to its already princely holdings the Old Abe mine at White
Oaks and the coal mine of ifo acres near
White Oaks, owned by the Old Abe company. This is a developed mine, fully
equipped with modern machinery, with
hoisting works, a
mill now in
operation, concentrators and a cyanide
plant. During the ten years it lias been in
operation it has yielded an output of more
than a million dollars in gold.
The workings hav e reached a depth of 1,350 feet in
ore, and at this point averages better than
at any previous level. The coal mine is a
valuable asset. It is a three and
f
20-sta-

one-hal-

carilla

District.

lit'sular ("orro: '.joikIc'jco.
The Free Gold Mining and Milling Company organized under the laws of the territory of New Mexico, with offices at Nogal,
New Mexico. This company has secured
one hundred acres of rich placer ground in
the JicariUa mountains, in Juana gulch, and
under the direction of Geo. E. Sligh, w ho
is secretary and treasurer of the company,
is putting in an improved placer mining
machine, which promises 0 put new life
into the old camp.
The J carilla placer mines have long
been famous gold producers. For the last
fifty years, and long before the red men
were driven out of the country, the white
men and Mexicans would organize strong
parties and make trips into the mountains
and by melting snow would use the old
primitive rocker to wash out the yellow
In this way large fortunes wen;
metal.
taken out of the ground, as, for instance,
the grandfather of the present governor of
the territory, who, it is said, nearly a hall
century ago, came from San Maguil county with a large force of peons and in one
winter took out S.So, 000 in gold.
For the
y ears, since the writer has
last twenty-tw- o
been familiar with the camp, there has
been a constant stream of gold going out,
and perhaps in no year has there been less
than .5,000 worth of gold added to the
wealth of the country from this source. All
this has been tlone by hand work and only
the richer strata of gravel could be worked
profitably by the prospectors and the Mex- Continued on Eighth
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'flic, proceeds from, the sale, of this stock areto be used in purchasing
par value
a drillim out fit.' The Oonrd of directors reserve, the ri;ht to advance price of stock, or withdraw
same froni market, at anv time. T he nmpany has a well 3(H) feet deep on property and control
r080 acres oi" land ir. oil !'.', v..
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commissioners are rc .iueste;! to send names
and postofliro addresses oí their delegues
to the Si'iTctiuy as soon as named, in order
thai the rol! may 1).; promptly and properly arranged.
The National Wool Growers' Association
viil hold their annua! rneeiinghere on Saturday, January 17th, the day foilowin;; the
adjournment of our convention, so that it
will be 'possible for ileleifntes to attend, both
conventions dnrin,;; the same week. ,
The citiens o I' Kansas City have
Sjo.ooo and are arran;;in;; to enter-lai- n
ail delegates and visitors in a most
evnertms manner, and nn excursion to New
Orhtnsvia. Menvphis, after the íneelin.;, is
contenvplate.;, in fact, everything possible wii! be done for your entertainment,
b.it ou are asked to attend to the business
of tlv- convention first.
on arriving in Kansas City
ou should register w ith the Secretary at
head.inarirrs, Coates louse, or the Thea-i- i
e, when ea wil! be pro ided w ilh badges
'hill, and
ne, (on to Convention
ad ai
coupon tickets for all entcrPdiiim nts given
by th. cilisens.
Ne ailv all railway s have granted a rate
o! ore
phis two d.jüars for the round
trip, while remainder have reduce;.! their
rates. The return coupon is limited to
lanue.n. lOth, but bv the payment of 50
ents adidilional t tin- joint a.gent in Kansas City, the time wid be extended lo include January ipst.
tío sure and ,asl; for rates to National
th, ov
Live Sloe'. ( 'oii ent ion an uai
I
It o'0' local 'v;ent cannot give cut lull
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w
ila'a'-of
sale, etc.,
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To the Members or the vit.ona! lave me consumer as w ...
Slock Association and all others mtereste.t
R
;(,,, p;!i,,:,(V, by Congressin the Live Stock Industry:
mrill ÍOpkÍ!1s, ami provming lor a rhmvilieb
Complying with th orders of th. r.xecn- m,tl
tive Committor, we have tin' Ir'1"!' to
statistics.
advise joii iliat Hi;: Mxin .vnnuai v.u,.
If. !:. i.,ou.! iiitroiluced by Con;'i,,:--:maoí the National I Ave. Stock Association
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ran,-';mmi o! IsSn the war ano Me; nrlruent ta
or swine breeders may appoint one deleíaemoire.
gate fur even 0,000 head of stork or pan
Th- - Amended l'.ll'ins' l'üi to amend tiie
thereof, ivuressnted bv the memijrrs ol
:s 10 "'ve llie
un ai. ive
Ir.i: ; .a.'.e
such organiza; ion.
, nmmb
pov.ar o enhii ce es .ad. r
The governors of each state ;md territory and deer, e ..
rna.) appoint three delegates ,U! ir;;".
To ia!.a step--- to prevent he removal
i;ich feeders' and lm ederV as .osiatioa
on ,;imI, cap!- -, rm
ta
ol Hi
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':no
'V'e
one
may appoint
hide ;.
for every twenty five member; or pari
what Congress might .o to
'I'o dis.-t'thereof.
rnnrove '..tin'.' I.iws 'oe arie'w; the onbhe
In counties .l:m-- there is no roldar loe
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stock orj.;anb. '.ion, the cotmty commi-sioers mav appoii one delegate rom anion í
said, county.
the stockmen
territorial live stovl; saniEach state
aopoinl three tl.de ales.
tary board u1
are or agriEach state o,ard
cultural colle.f,.- m.i appoint one dele-atmerehanis'
liach live :.!: k
e.xch.any.e mav a)'oint one
and one I, r each went - live members
thereof
"oaipan v mas appoint
Each stock yav
one delegate.
Each railway and transportation company
mav appoint one delefeue.
Each chamber of commerce nia app.omt
one delegate for ever' 100 nvmbevs.
I'.aih dair amn's rissoriation mav appoint onii dele;,rate.
may
Each state irrigation
appoint one delegate.
Any bona tide stocionan cilia's al in
breedin:-;fee lis;:, tradue; o- - haadliie; live
stock mav become a member o tins .'
by the pavmeiit of an adt.aii si
.o-of S 0.00 and an annual dee ol
vinales may be appoiie d from t'an-aa and the Kepublic, but in rdl ni:es
.k
.o.et pt tho--- from stale and coiuo;,
-must
l:ip
roipurcmrius 1, ardiiy; ;m iabei:
ho comph" with.
Anion,.; i1o subjects which ''l! eo'ito lip
be Tore ihe cone ntiwn arts
ol ai d lee VoiSmii
The

The I'nii 1:1 ability of ihooperation in
rnarketin;; hve sio"k.
'1'he Atb isabditv of some ci; nvr ill our
elastic, , to
u gi-so
hr ancial s. ss-I'eiietihng tls- to. 'lth,e ci'iTem
.inner.
iman and
t he
poiie, ol state
coiisibi
't'o
pil'estsl
live siock sanitary boards in ilemamiiii;; a
and imposing fees, on interstate shipments of Ue stock aln rsa'ubio. k
lias been inspected, by a federa! oTcad.
This case is tvwr before tlu Supreme Court
oi lite buited St. '.tes, ami ;i de. ision m'ue expected abmi lime tlii-- eonveiuio-e- c.iii
enes.
j ali matters pertainitg.; to ssnita'.iou,
lnar'.ets, traiisp'oriai ion, feeding, breeding,
and which.
etc., in wliit h o,i are buen
may Pe bruüe.h; belore Cue meeting.
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Tk uii! oi;v ok New Mkxico,
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County of Lincoln.
On this .'2d day of No ember, iy.)2, before me, (he undersigned, a notary public
;
:
i
ii.. t unit..
oa .11111 I'm
i.niiin,
peisunanv
Marry S. Comrey, John A. Drown,
Arthur I'. Green, h'r.ank J. Sager and
Sidney M. What ton, who are. known to
me to be the persons who signed
the above and foregoing statement in writing, and each acknowledged the execution
.
.a
01
n:r s.ie.ic .10 i ir. 1.ais' vuumiai y .111 auu
deed, for the uses and purjioses therein
)

1
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,

ijuown,
John
Aicnii'K I". G:da:N,
I'kank J. Sauk;;,

script in avo'om and ol the v,"oie mereol.
'n
e hereunto set stated.
In Wil" 's' Where, if.
In Testimony Whereof
have hereunto
and ai.hsed mv Jlie":i1 s. a! th.i ,
m
h.in
tin1
seal
my
and
of
hand
mv said oilice
set
lir a das ol )ee. mib. r, A.
ipo g
day
above
and
the
last
year
written.
J. W. C WN'H.i).',,
Signed, j
El'CKNK L. Stkwaht,
Sr. ro;an "Í .",ew Mexico.
si'm
Notary Public.
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St line Clan a
majority of die
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n

railroads, tank and pipe lines, electric
plan is, telephone and telegraph lines; and
to place and construct machinery, hoisting
works, pump plants and all other appliances
incident or in any way pertaining to the
conduct of and necessary for the full and
complete operation of such mines, wells,
roads, tank lines and pipe lines; and to
purchase or otherwise acquire lands, mining claims and such other real and personal
property as may be necessary in carrying
on and operating said business.
The amount of the capital stock of
3.
this corporation shall be Three Hundred
Thousand Dollars, and shall he divided into
three hundred thousand shares oí the par
value of One Dollar each.
The time of the existence of this corporation shall be fifty years.
5. The corporate powers of this company shall be exercised, by a board of directors, consisting of five stockholders thereof,
a majority of whom shall lie citizens of the
Cubed States and at least one-thiof
whom shall be residents of New Mexico.
b. The names of the persons who shall
manage the concerns of this corporation
for tin; first three months are Harry S.
Comrey, John A. Drown, Arthur 1'. Green,
Crank J. Sager .and Sidney M. Wharton,
all residents of W hite Oaks, Lincoln county,
New Mexico.
The principal place of business of
7.
this corporation shall bo White Oaks, Lincoln counu, New Mexico.
In Witness Whereof we have hereunto
set our hands and seal ;, at White Oaks,
New Mexico, this ".!:d day of November
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A. V. ürecn.
F. J. SaiJcr,
S. M. Wharton.
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tion are cheaper in White Oaks now than
HEWITT & HUDSPETH,
ever before. Our merchants take pleasure
goods. They
ATTORNEYS AT LAW
COMMISSION MERCHANT.
Evidences of the Country's Ability to in showing and pricing their
they
us;
live among
help build up the town
Avert a. Financial Crisis.
ond county, and they should be patronized
HouseWHITE OAKS, N. M. Car f Furniture, Stoves and 1!
(ioods.
hold
in
no
of
interest
who
have
people
The testimony of the London Statist th.tt instead
large American loans have been paid oft in us except to get our money.
M. H.
i;1;?".'.1
Paris, substantially reducing our internaBig
Shipment.
Cattle
tional debts, is only a part of the evidence
Carpenter and Builder.
Look at my stock lieToro you buy.
The O. O. S. Mountain Kange and Chico
of the financial strength of the 1'niud
Kverytliitiíí in stock that is uot'iL-- to
Slates which ha:; come to light during the Cattle companies, together with Otto
Undertaker aud Embalmer. Calk in or Out
FURNISH A HOME.
past six weeks of a stringent money market. Ifetischliiig, Mrs. O. C. Carpenter, Mc- of Town Receive Prompt Attention
of
brothers
owners
and
Gregor
other
cattle
is
What still more notable is thru the heavy
liquidation which lias been going on in the Mimbres country are shipping about
,500 head of stock this week at Deming,
stocks has caused no serious failures anyMAAWA
sold to Miller i Lux, the California
having
where
proof that the speculation was not
rampant as has been represented. All the buyers. Shipments could not be made
JOB
slocks sold have found buyers at good prices, from Silver City owing to the inability to
ESTABLISHED 1890
PRINTING
showing that somebody has had the money secure cars. The sale is one cf the most
$1.50 Per year.
Published Thursdays.
for investment at the declines. There has advantageous which has been made in reBOOK
been no panic, though a powerful "bear" cent years. It is understood that the N.
WORK
White Oaks:
Resources cf
parly has been operating and very heavy A. X. company will likely include about
Silver, Marble,
declines were predicted at the beginning. 1,000 head in the same shipment.
ing Stone, Sulphur and Fire Clay. The finest Climate on Earth.
Of late the rallies have been more violent
Educational.
than the declines, and the low points of the
The New Mexico Educational Association
market are on each decline a little above
will convene on the 2nd day of December,
the previous ones, so that if the worst is not
;
in the chapel of the Normal School buildover there is little likelihood of anv great
ing at Las Vegas. Two days' session will
fall.
be had. One of the interesting features
Leaving Wall street, which is entitled to
will be a lecture by Dr. Winship, editor of
I
notice purely as the indication of financial
for all kinds
and
the New England School Journal. Special
opinion, we find every branch oí trade con5
work, Hauling etc.
of
rates are offered by the railroads. One fare
tinuing to flourish. Our agricultural interg
to all orders. 1 rices
for the round trip. Tickets will be on sale
S)
ests, on which our prosperity is based, have
December 21 and 2, good for return to i
Reasonable
been strengthened by large gains in the
January 2, 1903.
corn and oats, hay and potato crops. The
MoriaLrity.
wheat crop is turning out larger than the
Traedy
0
preliminary report gave reason to believe,
Moriarity, N. M., Dec. li. Wm. Garrand it is the largest yield, with but three, et)-, the
son of Joseph Garrety,
and possibly only two, exceptions in his- a section foreman on the Santa Ee Central,
tory. The cotton crop, at first thought to was killed. The boy was playing in front
be seriously cut short, has been favored ex- oí a dump car when, in some way, it beceptionally by the season, and now there is came started down an incline and ran over
GRAIN AND FLOUR
little expert questioning of a yield of at him, death resulting instantly.
IN CAR LOTS.
No woman was killed in this vicinity by
least i r .ooo.oou líales.
lest of ail, these
farm products are in great demand at highly a negro as was reported.
General Merchandise, Country Produce, Hay
remunerative prices, thus guaranteeing the
and Grain. Highest Prices paid for Hides,
prosperity of trade for the next year, if no
ASSAYS
Pelts, Etc. Standard Liquors & Pine Cigars.
longer.
&
M.
(ft
For a while the croakers have been claim- (oM
$ .',: Gold and Silver
$1X0
75 (iold, Silver, Copper l.ftO
IM A
ADTAM
ing that railroad earning were shrinking.
i
uvjniM
ivivarv.
Sample !y Mail receive prompt, Attention
There was some decline in the net earnings
(iolii and Silver, Itelinert and llouffht.
of August and September, due to the anOGDEN
CO.,
thracite strike, which seriously affected a
Denver. Colo
St.
number of important lines, but late figures
on September show the upward march was
only slightly checked. October earnings
did better. The typical corn-ear- n
ing road,
the Atchison, showed a gross mercase of
$3 jo.ooo for the month, and a very large
net increase, yet the new corn crop lias
barely begun to move. When this important cereal is marketed in all the forms
in which it goes into consumption, ep,;rt
opinion is that the railroads will have such
traffic as never before. The railroads can
Wine of Cardui U the guardian
PACÍFíC
not have freight unless general business is
of a woman's health and happiactive.
ness from youth to old np;. It
The legitimate business situation has not
helps her safely into womanhood.
'- -i
..:
e
had a backset anywhere, while Kurope has
It sustains her during the trials
been waiting with bated breath for a repechildbirth and
of pregnancy,
tition of tin; hard times nf iSi)(, These
motherhood, making labor easy
hard times seem still far off, for we have
and preventing Hooding and
weathered apparently what is the worst
It gently leads her
part of a serious monetary famine, withthrough the dangerous period
out a distressing acC'imulation of business
known as the change of life.
failures, as must have been the case were
EAST
TAKE
not conditions intrinskailv sound. Louisville Courier- - lournal.
THE
cures leucorrluea, falling of the

JOHN A. BROWN

PROSPERITY HERE TO STAY
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"No Trouble to Answer questions.

The Local Market.
Generally the first thing read in a "local
newspaper is local advertisements; this is
particularly the cast' as regards our good
wives, who do most o the busing for the
family. An
i".ncnt should never be
allowed to stand over its time, but should
be changed often and oiler something new
each lime. There is something in the holiday ads of our home merchants m this issue. Don't miss them if vou are in the
market for holiday goods or any line of
genera! supplies. Montgomery, Ward and
Sears, Roebuck should be cut out and the
trade given to home merchants. Go ami
ask them their prices before you insist on
sending your dollars where they never come
back to the town. Goods of every descrip- ruL-erti-

'

womb, and menstrual irregularity
form. It is valuable in
every trying period of a woman's
life. It reinforces the nervous
.system, acts directly on the geni
tal organs and is the finest tonic
Ask your
for women known.
druggist for a $1.00 hottle of
in every

"

u

1NE"CARDUJ'

This handsomely equipped train leaves PI Paso daily aud
runs through to St. Louis without change, where direct connections are made for the North aud Last: also direct connections
via Shreveport or New Orleans for all points in the Southcnst.

latest Pattern Pullman Buffet Sleepers

Wine of Cardui.

Elegant New Chair Cars

Bntesville, Ala., July 11, 1900.
1 am nsinjr Wino of Card
and Thed-foh
and 1 feel like a
Several ladiflereiit woman already.
dies hero keep the medicinen in their
homes all the time. I have throe girla
and thev uro using it with nie.
Mrs. KATK BUOWDEK.
11 1

For advice and literature, address,

nflvtinf

1.

Seats Tree

Solid Vestibuled Trains TIiroQhout.

nl

Black-Draug-

symptoms, "'Hie l.atlien' Advisory lepart-11'Hi ". Tin' Clmttanuuva Medicino Compauy,
t.'hattuuuuHM,
I vuu.

m';i

For desriptive pamphlet, or other information, call

on or

address,
U

W. CURTIS
S. W. I. A
li I Paso, Texas.

li. I'. TURN HI
O.

I.

&

T. A.

Dallas, Texas.

White Oaks Eagle.

Timber Lands Goin.

news item now going the rounds of
the territorial press states that: "The board
of public lands of the territory has completed a deal by which the Santa Fe Central railway will acquire 20,000 acres of
timber lands in the Manzano mountains for
$3 an acre." It is certainly queer sort of
timbered lands that ara not worth, more
than $3 an acre. The worst feature about
Entered at Poetoflice, While Onks, N M.,as the land board is that they are everlastingly
second-clas- s
completing such "deals." Otero County
mail matter.
Advertiser.
Kight you are Advertiser, and in ten
Wharton, May & Co., Pub's and Propr's.
years Otero county will have lost as many
S. M. Wbarton
Editor.
millions just in the same way in the SacraSilaH R. May,
Uusiness MauHfjor.
mento mountains.
It is much to be regretted that our land boards don't manage
Official Paper. Lincoln County. the timber business to better advantage.

Thursdays

$1.50

THURSDAY DEC. 18. 1902.
Bitter cold, is the report from most
eastern states. New Mexico weather has
been fine.
Coal road operators have refused
to
grant a hearing to President Mitchell, on
grievances that have arisen in districts outside the anthracite region.

There is a great kick imong territorial
papers against Senator Beveridge. Why
not make arrangements with Bailey of
Texas to interview the gentleman?

The Oil Industry.
The oil industry is not booming in the
ordinary acceptation of the term, but it is
growing in importance continually. The
Boulder and Florence, Colorado, fields are
beginning to pay dividends, and owners
generally are receiving reasonable profits
on investments.
Those who have stayed
discouragements
through all
are now realizing and are enthusiastic over the improving prospects for the future of the oil business. There are few dry wells in the
Boulder field and shooting, says the Colorado Springs Mining Record, makes fairly
good producers of all of them.

She

4- -

EXCHANGE BANK
WHITE OAKS, NEW MEXICO.

4--

J. P. Morgan is much dissatisfied with
Coming to the front in a rapid manner is
the anthracite commission appointed by the tenor of all reports from the oil field at
the President. The commision will prob- Boulder, Colo.
ably proceed, however, in spite of his oppoNorthern Colorado stock ranges are in
sition.
very bad condition, and a hard winter will
A mass meeting was held in Albuquercause a heavy loss to owners in the Bear,
que last week to make a general protest
Snake and Green river regions.
against the majority report of the senate
committee on territories against the admisHeavy snows are a great menace to
sion of New Me cico to statehood.
prospectors in Colorado and other north

The E. P. N. I. officials have received
samples of the ,:oke made by the ovens of
the Dawson F'uel company at Dawson, N.
M.( to which - lace it is expected that trains
will be running within thirty days. The
coke is said to b of an extra fine quality.

ern latitudes.
These difficulties are not
known in New Mexico mining regions, par
ticularly in Lincoln county. Prospecting
may be carried on here through the winter
months, and in most mining districts of the
territory fuel and water may be had in
abundance.

The latest thi )j in the way of a unique
thrust of fortune i .ipon man is reported from

From Picacho.
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Transacts a General Banking BusinessIssues Drafts on all
principal Cities

the World Accords to Borrowers every
accommodation consistent witli safety. Accounts solicited.
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Illegal Fencing.

Col. W. S. Mosby says that thousIt looks like it is going to be necessary to ands of acres of public lands are illegally
again slaughter the Apache Kid. He has fenced in the state of Nebraska.
He is
turned up at Fort McDowell, Arizona there in the service of the government to
and seems anxious to make trouble.
take them down.
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While Oaks Avenue.

Chatham, Ont., vhero a resident struck a
Regular ('orrenpondeucp.
fine flow of oil in ti veil dug on his premK. P. Hopkins is erecting a new saloon
ises. Property in the ton is commanding
Good Meals and
fabulous prices and a general boom is on. east of the store.
Careful Service.
The store in the Analla settlement has
The Roswell Journal is going to get out een completed and goods are beginning to
an edition, calling it the "Apple Edition." come
in,
'WW
I
CONl'ÜACTOk and HU1LI1;R.
The purpose is to advertise the possibility
We regret to hear of the sickness of Mr.
of apple growing in the Pecos valley. This
I A Share of Yor Patronage
Chaves' eldest son, who is suffer
Martinez
is a piece of commendable enterprise and
Kiu nislu'd on Stone find
ing of pneumonia.
llricLvviii k, and l'l;iKlinní
should result in something good for Chaves
V.
was
Owen
a
visitor
1'icacho
at
John
county.
tst Sunday. We are glad to welcome the
Lime
Cement.
The Standard Oil Company has advanc- genial face of our next sheriff among is.
."T3. H.
VHli fur lMn ami Hooks. Or.
ed its prices. It has made a 30 per cent,
The public school at Hondo has opened.
tiers prompt y
i:i liso Txas.
increase in two months and 50 per cent, in Prof. Mullins, of Chaves county, has been
a year. It has not yet effected New Mex- employed for this term.
We wish him
ico as it has always been higher than a success in his undertaking.
cat's back here, since Mr. ('lark's inspecThe public school has reopened with a
tion office was created.
good attendance.
The measles an; well
A bill authorizing the president to enter over, and we hope no further epidemic will
into a reciprocal agreement with (Ireat break out among us to stop school again.
The Picacho officers followed the wagBritain whereby coal mined in the United
States may be shipped into Canada free of ons of three Mexicans who wen; en route
duty and Canadian coal shipped into the for Las Cruces, but were unable to get any
United States free oí charge, has been in clue to the chest of tools belonging to Pen
troduced by McCall, 'representative from Nowak, which was stolen from the Analla
Continental Mowers, Granger Rakes.
store some two weeks ago. Stay with 'em,
Massachusetts.
boys; better luck next time.
Ideal and Sampson Windmills. Alamo
Alamogordo is talking railroad from Las
Picacho has already been visited by three Gasoline fnnines, Ideal freezers.
Cruces to Aalmogordo. The chamber of light snow falls. The
state of tin; rang' is
Everything in and out Season at
commerce at Las Cruces has estimated that such that stock will
suffer unless enough
the road would have a local tonage of fifty snow or rain falls to
enable them to g.--t out
cars a day from the start. This section of and obtain lake water and thus
ZorK &
get the
New Mexico is all right and an era of devel benefit of the grass
which the dr ness of
opment has progressed so far that nothing the year has heretofore prevented
their
(tiitiüáliuá, Méx. El Paso, Tex.
can stop our industrial growth.
doing.
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VERY department complete with useful and appropriate articles far the Christmas season. We intend
to sell these joods in the next three weeks, and ito that end we are making- sharp price reductions
on all lines of roods, as we do not intend to carry any Christmas eoods over, if low prices will move
them. We also intend to sell every Lady's Jacket, Lady's Skirt and Waist in the store during this month,
and we expect to sell these goods at a great big reduction.

f

49

49
49
49
49
49
49
49

Kersey Jacket, splendid
Jacket, well made, former
price $7.50; now

m

)

j

49

24-inc-

Fine Flannel Ladies' Waists, former

all-rou-

22-in-

Jacket, Satin Finish Kersey,
former price jao.oo;

$5.00

i

now

h

now

$$.00

$1.50

price $2.50 and $2,00;

1

$7.00 and $G.oo, former price, Dress
Skirts;
reduced to

$150

i

Fine

Petticoats, with
nifties, former price $2.00;
now

Underwear, Gloves,

etc., etc.,

etc., etc.
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ZIEGLER BROS.

Yours for Business,

49

LOCAL

nd PERSONAL NEWS.

W. F. Atkinson.Corona ranchman, spent
Oake's Celebrated Candies for Christmas

at Taliaferro's.
Fred Lalone ia employed at the Taliaferro Mercantile & Trading Co's.

J. M. Rice and

W.

R.

Grant came in

from Parsons Tuesday.
Editor Knuckles and wife were over from
Capitán two or three days.
drummer,
J. T. Keogh, St. Louis,
signed the Raxter register.

Louis G. R rock way is spending the holidays with his family at his home in Lynn,
Mass.
New candies, new nuts, including chestA good, soaking rain fell in this county
last Saturday, the lirst general rain since nuts, for Christmas at Taliaferro's.
the latter part of last summer.
R. D. Armstrong has returned to the city
several days' absence in the country.
after
Hamilton
Frank Crumb and Charles
were innitiated into the goat riding art at
E. E. Wright, the Capitán mountain saw
night.
mill man, was among the guests at the
the K. V. lodge last Thursday
Charles Henley, employed by the Free Raxter hotel.
Gold Mining Company in Jicarilla, passed
J. E. Wharton has gone to Santa Fe to
through Saturday en route home to Nogal. look after legal matters before the secretary
White Oaks needs a shoemaker. Thin of the territory.
soles are not desirable in winter, and the
Wm.I'uckett and Rert Ronnell marketed
editor is not the only man walking on his produce here. They are farming over in
uppers.
the White mountains.
He
from
in
Gallina.
M. D. Lincoln was
E. II. McKeen, Nogal, has been emhas secured some kind of a lease on the ployed at Jicarilla for two weeks. He is
Sun Ream mining claim, and took out sup- with the Free Gold M. & M. Co.
plies to begin work.
Old bóreas hit the thermometer full in
Activity is reported in the Magdalena the face here Monday, and mercury has
mining district, Socorro county. The So- disappeared down the other side of zero.
corro Gold Mining Co. is milling' on; that
We open up today a new line of Holiday
runs $28 to the ton. The company is workYour inspection invited.
Goods.
ing thirty miners.
S. M. Wiknkr & Son.
J. Rrooks, nephew of R. Owens, resiW. F. Glenn went to Capitán to buy out
dents of Jicarilla, accidentally shot himself
a
shop over there, which he intends
barber
but
not
a
painful,
very
inflicting
leg,
in the
fatal wound. Hi' is rapidly recovering to move to White Oaks and add to his shop
under the careful skill of Dr. A. G. Lane. here. Rusiness must be good, Rillie.
Robert Taylor came in from Corona
Monday morning a very sick man. He
went to Corona to put up a water tank and
worked out in the storm part of one day.
Resides a heavy cold he is threatened with
appendicitis.
Dr. l'aden was called MonWe day morning and his patient is resting as
will well as could be expected at the present
state of his illness.

If you don't think the Eagle office can
put out first class job wotk, try us; and alsend
ter you have done so, you will
another job away. Resides you will be
spending your money at home where you
will have a chance to get some of it back.
m-ve-

r

Think it over and act accordingly.
want your business, it good service
get it.
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bh
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Baxter Register.

Registeed Stock.

Wm. Puckett, Nogal; Rert Ronnell, Capitán: P. Smith, Chicago; T. II. Payne, El
Paso; W. F. Atkinson, Corona; V. A.
Geo. E. Sligh, Charles Henley, E.
H. McKeen, Frank Zulmwalt, Nogal; Phil
Prager, J. T. Keogh, St Louis; Charles
Campbell, A. J. Craig, Carrizozo; Joe Ross
W. S. Ross, Ed Fox, Jicarilla;
C.
G.
Knockles and wife, Capitán; M. D. Lincoln, Gallina; M. Lefrevre, Morencie, Ariz.
A. W. Colton, Columbia, O.; J. M. Rice,
W. R. Grant, Parsons.

W. A. Hyde, tKr Three Rivers sheep
man, has one of tl finest graded flocks 01
the ranges of Lin iln county.
He ha
ewes that shear an average of twelve
pounds each, ;md about seventy very firn
registered bucks.
His ranch is locatei
thirty miles out fr.0m White Oaks.
It i
his intention to rai ; registered stock for th
market, and will offer the first lot for sal
about October, 1903.
It is pleasing to note that Lincoln count
stock interests are making such rapid ad
vancements. Nearly every ranch in th
county is grading up every year. White
faced Hereford and Poll Angus are nowt
be seen all over our ranges. Fine Angora
are also plentiful, as well as the best grac
ed sheep in the territory. This is evidenc
that Lincoln county stock men are pro
perous and that they are alive to the esser
tials of a progressive stock business. Whil
the total number of horses, cattle, shee
and goats on the ranges is considerably le;
than it was ten years ago, the valuation
much greater, on account of the improvt
ment in the grade of stock now beir
grown. The ranges are also much in
proved and the country not overstocked r
it used to be.

Silas May went to Capitán.
a day in town.

bh

Mc-Iver- s,

Sam Neid is over from Nogal,
M.

Feqeure,

Morenci.

Am.,

is

in the

city.
Charles Campbell, Carrizozo, was in the
burg.
Edward Fox is at home in Chicago to
spend the holidays.
Phil Prager, a St. Louis traveling salesman, was in the city.
E. L. Ozanne and Joe Ross were in from
Jicarilla for supplies Tuesday.

Colton, a mining engineer of Old
Tuesday in the camp.
Oranges, lemons, figs, dates, citron, new
evaporated fruits, nuts, candies and sweet
cider at Taliaferro's.
A.

YV.

Mexico, spent

Special Sale

F. H. Payne, Shelton-Payn- e
Arms Co., On Underwear and Hosiery for men, ladi
El Paso, was among the list of traveling and children, Children's Suits, Rlanketsan
men who made White Oaks this week.
(Juilts, Men's Furnishings, for the next fi
teen days. It will pay you to investigate
W. A. Mclvers and O. R. Taneyhill,
All goods must go.
were here a day or two.
Mr. TaneyGroceries. Just try us.
hill lives in Warerloo, Iowa, pud is interHoliday goods opened.
ested with W. A. Mclvers in the Nogal
S. M. Wikner iS: Son.
country.
The senate has agreed to the house resoSome of the best coal we have ever sec
lution to adjourn December 20th and con- was delivered tons last week by the Eag
h
vene January 5th. This will take up
Mining k Improvement Co. It came froi
of the working time of this session. the property recently purchased from tl
No wonder the assertion has been made Old Abe Co. There is not a town in tl
that this session will not take up the trusts whole southwest so well supplied with fu
and tariff seriously.
as White Oaks,
No-ga- l,

one-fift-

Ta.xa.tion oí Mines.
Following is an article from the Scientific
Press which should be thoroughly digested
by the lawmakers of New Mexico, and if
possible ;;ome relief alon,r the lines
should be considered for the relief
of mine owners in the territory of New
Mexico:
Xow that elections are over newly chosen
legislators who will represent the public
next winter turn to thoughts of what to do,
and what not to do. One tiling that affects
the mining industry everywhere is mine
taxation. Many tinning men annually feel
a relief when their slate or territorial legislature adjourns, because at least things

'

are no worse.
There seems in some sections (his year an
.intent to "go for" the miner in the way of
new legislative enactments making even
more onerous the present taxation. I'rob-"- .
ably the generally prosperous condition of
the mining industry attracts attention and
the idea is formed that anything doing so
well ought to stand an extra "cinch." Idaho
"
seems to have the idea that the gross out- put of the mines of that state, should be
.'
taxed. That mining commonwealth also
seems to think that a patented mining laim
is a fair subject for arbitrary assessment,
i'
Colorado already has the system of out
raising the
put taxation, but seems to
rate and levying extensively on all mining
i,oioraoo
macninerv ami improvements.
has just sat down, hard, on the single tax
idea, voting the Australian land tax proposition down on theth inst., but projects putting increased burden on the improvements.
Such restrictions and penalties violate the
veriest A 15 C of wise government or just
jurisprudence.
Montana seems to have a more fair system of mine taxation, a 30 per cent tax on
the net annual profits of mining. Nevada's
former bullion tax, equivalent to a royally
on the gross value of the metal production,
vas productive of continual protest and
friction. California's method is less open
to objection. Arizona seems disposed to
Make mine development a penalty. Oregon and Wash ñu am cannot be said to
have any system
taxation.
is
There or shou' be recognition of basic
difference between die taxation of mining
property and alm,.s any other kind of real
to i.nor the
or personal properly
tor
the iriuer wants no favor - but
miner,
justly recognizing existing tacts. A man
g. ods in his store;
has 100,000 worth
another has a $100, ..0 machinery plant on
his mine. It is manifest that the same general rule should not apply in both cases.
It would be just as fair to ta a merchant
or manufacturer on every do. lar that passed
through his hands in a year as to tax a mine
owner on the mine's gross production.
A man has a $50,000 farm, eternally reproductive; another has a $50,000 mine,
ephomerally so; the equities are dissimilar.
Any system of taxation that tends to limit
the number of workable mines is against
public policy.
break assessments are occasion a II noted,
as in the case of the sapient Teller county,
Colo., assessor who decided to assess on
the valuation of what was represented by
the mining stock quotations, the selling
price of the stock to be the basis o taxation
on the mine.
This thing prooked lo ,s, litigation and
delay, and seriously affects the mining- industry. It deters development, investment
and general work. Take Cripple Creek
district, Colorado! That is cited because
it is today the most prosperous bit of goldproducing territory in the country sielding
000,000 in gold per month from a veiy
small area. Yet the cim h taxation iw o
the last legislature has had dwelled ot having Teller count) report nearly
s. .0 mining properties in lint di-- ri t now for sale
jor delinquent taxes. The owner., are
willing to let their propel iy go by default
rather than submit to such extortion.
The prese nt Colorado mine taxation law
sa)s in eltei't thai a non producing claim
shall not be assessed more per acre "than
is the lowest pioduring property in the same
:

;'
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locality." Mining men are inclined in Colorado to natually assume that the word
"locality" means on the same hill, or in the
same canon, or, at least, in the same faction of tin' camp, but the assessors seem
disposed to interpret it as meaning only the
next adjoining properties. So that as a
result, even now,
are in some
instances assessed higher than are producing properties in what the owners claim is
the same "locality."
Another question is the tax on unpat!y a legal quibble
ented mining claims.
regarding "possessory rights," the state presumes, to lax United States properly which
is not taxable in or by any state.
The
miner has no establish! title to the land,
nor has the state.
The United Slates government does not grant to the locator any
iee nor ownership on real or personal property. Yet the state assesses and taxes what
the locator does not own nor the federal
government grant. The only thing the
locator really owns is the chance to make
the property his own. Under this silly and
baseless system an unpatented mining claim
is "sold for delinquent taxes." lint the
state can give no title to property it does
not own, nor can it work the properly. All
the states can do is technically deprive the
prospector of his claim. All the prospector
can do is to wait long enough, and when
the ground becomes subject to legal reloca
tion, locate it again, and when delinquent
can "sell" the claim again, and after a
while the prospector can relocate it again,
and so on; a ridiculous proposition.
The matter is of importance to all miners.
The intent of these fragmentary remarks is
to suggest to newly-electelegislators, who
propose introducing laws governing mine
taxation in their respective commonwealths
this winter, that a degree of caution is necessary and proper understanding of the subject absolutely requisite. The prospector
should not In; discouraged, the miner should
not be frozen out, and the investor should
not be unduly deterred from aiding development. The working miner is a good customer for everybody and a competitor of no
one. lie deserves a lair show and that's
all he asks.
and Scientific Press.

resenting the United States, Prance and $375 for Letters
from Farmers.
Spain. It is the intention of the Exposition Company to tise the desingn in a modiThe Rock Island System offers
fied form for medals of award. ,
$375, in casi and transportation

lor letters relative to the territory
along its lines in Arkansas, Indian Territory, Oklahoma, Texas
and New Mexico.
Letters should deal with the
writer's experiences since he settled in the territory in question.
The- - should tell how much money he brought with him, what he
did when he first came and what
measure of success has since rewarded his efforts.
Letters should not be less than
300 nor more than 1,000 words in
length and will be used ior the
purpose of advertising the Southwest.
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Services at Methodist Church.
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Prayer nieeiin.Wei. 7 :0U
Ladies' 1!. M. 8. Fri. :!:K)
" 7:00
V. I'. íneetiny,
All are cordially invited.
(J.C.

p.m.
p.m.
p.m.

II AMir.Tox,

Pastor.

THE BAPTIST CHURCH.
Nr.nday School at 10 o'clock a. in. PreaehiUL'
1st. and ;rd. Sunday hi It a.
and 7::io p.m.
Vomitf People's I'nion 0:15 p. in. Prayer
me(l,iiiK Tuesday 7 :'M p. in.
It. P. Poi-k111

.

.

I'asior.

PLYMOUTH CONGRGATIONAL
CHURCH.
Preaching-servicesSunday 11 a. 111. and

7::)p.

.

111.

Sunday School,

10:00 1, in.
Christ inn Kndcavor meet inji'Sundays, 2. p.m.
Friday- - Üilde and Teachers liietniy, 7:15 p. m.
Ladies' Aid Society, 1st. Thursday allei noon
at :.':; j.
Hfnhy (!. Miraaai, Ph. I)., Paslor.

For circular

Grand Army Kearney Post, No. 10. '
Meetsthe first Monday nijflit in each tnonlli
at (i. A.M. Hall. Visit injr comrades cordially

iiuiled.

K. of

lllf I"

i

I.

Meets Thursday evcninirol' each week ot
lleuill's hall. Visitingcordially in
viled to atteiiil.
Sol. 0. Wiknf.k, ('. ('.
John A. Haley, K. of lt.&.S.
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X

Aumstuono, N. (J.

It. 1).
P.

Klkhxuuu, Secretary.

White Oaks Lodge No. 9, A.

Paso

ES

Onden Rule LodtfcNo. 16. I. O. O. P.
Meets Tuesday evening of each week at
Hewitt's hall at o'clock. Visilin; brothers
cordially invited to attend.
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System
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Connection With Kock.
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Pacific Company,
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Meets
tirst and third 'Ved
nesdays, at s o'clock, at Hewitt's hall. VP'it-inhrothers cordially invited to attend.
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John K. Patton. P.P.
John A. P.kown .Adj'l.
P.axter Lodge No. 9,
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write John Sebastian, Passenger
Traffic Manager, Kock Island
System, Chicago, 111.
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Fair Medal

Charles follow.') y of Clifton, la., one of
the leading designers and mural decorators
in the United States, is the winner of the
World's pair emblem contest and will receive a prize of S.'.ooo for his conception,
which becomes the oltieial insignia of the
Exposition.
Announcing that his design is ihe fortunate one, of 400 submitted by European
and American artists, was made last week
by the jury of Award.
Description of the emblem: - The successful design contains live figures. In the
central foreground appears a woman, personifying the Territory ot Louisiana. At
her side stands Columbia placing around
her the American Hag. The garments of
Prance have fallen from her and lav at her
feet. The colors of the French Hag and
the liner de lis are plainly discvrnahle in
the cast oils.
n the background is a boat coiuainin-two figures Progress and Perth uto. In
front of Columbia and beside Louisiana
sits a female lignv, representing Prance,
holding
her lap the treaty o ihe
Louisiana Territory. lrapodover
her
arm is the tricolor ot Prance. She holds
in one hand the sword of M unicipaliu
The border shows iour large figures, tpi-lyinAgriculture, Commerce, Art and
Science, Above ihe o figures are Oonius
and. Progress, crowning Art and Science
with a laurel wreath. In ihe lower corners are two shields, with the colors of
Prance, bordered with the colors of Prance
and Ihe United States.
The design is intended asa poster, but
may be used either on a medal or phquelto.
The Jury of A ward pronounced the color
scheme very fine, being soil and harmon-- j
Pour colors are eniplo)ed in the conc011s.
eption-red,
white, blue and yellow, rep

a.m.
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TRAVEL ONLY,

,

hours Ei. Paso to Kansas Cy.
"
42
Paso to Ciiicaoo
"
.vs.'-Ei. Paso to St. Eons
i.i.'.i "
Paso to Ni:v York.

UMPIRE

2S

Ores tested to determine the best method ol"
Wo have a new and thoroughly
treatmentequipped L.'ilionitor.v. Over ;: years of
experience in Colorado. Prices and
sample sacks free on application.
1627 Champa St., Denver, Ctlo.
-

pra.i-tiea- l

Passenger limit to Berth CaReduced Rates.
pacity of the Train, 75 Berths.
Greatly reduced rates for round
trip to Eouldcr, Denver, Colorado mm) CAR SERVICE AIL THE
WAY.
Springs, Pueblo and Trinidad,
Colorado. Tickets on sale daily
until September 30th, final limit N.n. On the EE PASO &
SYSTEM
October 31st, Vn)2.
Stopovers NORT1 ICAST1CKN
this train stops only at El Paso,
allowed in Colorado at and north Alaniogordo,
Carrixo.o and Santa
of Trinidad.
Side trips to all Rosa. Pirst train Eeaves
Paso
1(02.
November
4th,
points of interest in Colorado and
Utah.
See your local agent for partic- Write Yrour Fricnils in Ike East.
Tell them to call on nearest
ulars or write to
Coupon
Ticket Agent for rates to
lon A. Sweet,
points in New Mexico, or El Paso
Traffic Manager, Texas.
Second class colonist
Amarillo, Texas. tickets will be on sale from tjtiite
iv
a number points on and east of
MWiri
Missouri
the
and Mississippi
ASK
1

IC

ifvmN

met

Druggist CATARRH

g

Kivers, to 101 Paso and intermediate points ou the 101 Paso-Koc- k
Island Ponte, at about half fare.
These tickets will be sold oulv on

for

,

10 CENT
TRIAL SIZE.
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Ely's Cream Balm
at once.
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This is a good opportunity to
It aid immigration to your section

and drive away ii Cold
XlF
miau iieam qiiiciiiy. It
is absorbed. Jleuls and Protects tbo Membrane.
Jtcatoi eH tho Spmhos of Ta-t- e ami Smell. Full
bile
f.f llriiiTtriulj fir l.ir in nil
'l'l'il N! ltl
AXY iiKOTilKKS, 6( Waricu Street, New Yorli

of the country.
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A. N. 1kown,
G. P. A.

Alio News items.

SHERIFFS.

ar C or r cspou e n ce.
A r.':v
r has been announced

R

Who

Recently Elected Sheriffs

Take Office January

Ssi.

;

;

of

nr.

i

t
ami Airs,
1

t

V

Oarnzozo Livery Stable

at the

1

.;

lovne

The following is a list of the sherifts who
on November 4,
wore elected or
and who will take o Mice on New Year:
.Bernalillo, Thomas S.Hiibbe'.l, republican;
Chaves, Fred Higgins, democrat; Col lax,
Marion Littrell, K.; Dona Anna, Jose K.
Lucero, K.; Eddy, M. C. StewaVt, D.;
Grant, James K. I'dair, D. Guadalupe, L.
Casaus, 1).; Lincoln, John W. Owens, 1'.;
Luna, William 1L Foster, D.; McKinley,
V. A. Smith, 1).; Mora, Tito Melemlez,
R.; Kio Arriba, Alexander Road, R.; San
San Miguel, ClarJ nan, J. K. Klmer, R.
ence Romero, R.; Santa Fe, H. C. Kin- sell, R.; Sierra, M. D. Kahler, R. ; Socorro, Leandro Baca, 1.).; Taos, Faustin Tru- jillo, R.; Union, Pabla Faca y Sanchez,
P.; Valencia, Carlos Faca, K.

1

11 1

iieorge iiagee.
T
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Harry Fdrniston hns sold his ranch on
Ragle creek and intends to mal;: Alio Ins

future home.
William Smith has sold his
leers to Fred. W. Smith. They have; been
:l i'or some time
The price was fvi 7. 50
per head.
ihe Fag
After several week;; idlenes
in
is
The
operation.
again
mill
Creek saw
n
was occasioned by the Lincoln
forest reserve agnl s notice to that eueci.
I
Miss I'la Giimore is teaching' the Hondo
ichoel this year, and Miss ("ora Gibbs is
Fotn scioois
teaching at Little Creek.
are progressing in a very satisfactory man
ner.
(nckson folder has opened up a vein of
apparently vers' high grade gold ore on his
V. L. R rouse's
Facde Creek property.
claims are also showing up well. They
i fV
are located in the same vicinity.
Mir
The V. V. ranch is budding seventy-fou- r
fence on the Indian resmiles of four-wirervation, inclosing lands the ranch has
leased for a period of three years. F. F.
Stewnrt, of Ruidoso, and Harvey Jackson,
of Nogal, have the contract.
What interest has a teacher who does
not live in the territory, in the education
of our did dren? We are speaking gener-alland do not wish to condemn eastern
teachers who have proven themselves
worthy, but some of them brought into
an
Lincoln county have been very unsatisfac
tory.
one-year-o-

Meet Every Train

Good Rigs
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M. N. Mc REYNOLDS,

Always There.

Prop., Carrizozo, N.
sS

SheitonPayne Arms Company,

shut-dow-

Wholesale and Retail Fire Armes. Ammunition
Saddles, Harness, Leather, Hardware. We make a
rvieciatly ui r liu i.im, niiiiuuiuuuii auu oiuk
Maddles. All mail orrlcrs given prompt Attention.

jp.,555
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303 El Paso
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El Paso, Texas.
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Miners and Farmers Fight Gold Standard
fc, M.
in Mexico.
Mexico City, Mexico, Dec. 12. The sil
ver question continues tobe or.c of the great
discussion. It is now cer- tooics
of rmblic
r
l
tain that the silver miners and farmin
UNSCREENED COAL
SCREENED COAL
classes will make a common cause against
$4.00
1
the adoption of a gold stand ard. Th
miners argue that silver mines in goh
coal is
as
standard countries will have to shut down
4can be secured west
as any
nrice of silver, v. nne t!ie
ai the oresent
j
of the Pennsylvania fields.
Mexican mines can continue to be operated
specified in
Unless
also that silver mining and agriculture are
orderscreenedcoal will be iven.
interests with more, claim on the protection
or
railroads
than
iner
government
of the
Leave orders
chants.
ACo.
Mercantile and
Meantime all prices are being raised andf
Deming-Alamogordthere is much anxiety among the midtU.
ib
am'
The preliminary surve) c pf the line from
classes, especially the
salaried men. The cosi of living is consid- Alrimni'onlo to Deming bv wa 0: La. iti
6
("ruces is progressing rapid!. ('.(".Small,
ered lobe out of proportion to incomes.
for
some
out
been
has
engineer,
as locating
.00
Cuban Reciprocity.
' 4Mb- - faUf
.j-time with a party of thirty men surveying
2
rww line to connect with the I'd Faso
Havana, Dec. 12. A definite treaty o
commercial reciprocity between Cuba and & Northeastern at Alamogordo and with
Hxpcrier eo Convinces.
ill
the United States was signed at 11 o'clock the Southern Pacific at Deming. This line
Prove its value y investing 10 cents i
last night by General Fliss and Secretaries when built v. ill give the Lock Island a short
trial size of Ely's ream Halm. Druggist
and Monte. It lacks only the signa- cut to Feming and save several hours' haul
supply it and ve n.,;.il it. Full size 50 cents
ELY BROS., 50 "Warren St., New YorL
tures of Secretary Hay and Senor Ouesada over the Kl Paso route.
-' the very best of accomHa.Clifton, Arpona, Jan. 20, 181)9.
and tin; approval of the Fnited State.-- and
Ely Bros. Please send ine af
Messrs.
The Copper Market.
Cuban senates to make it operative. Aof Cream Balm. I find you
bottle
cent
Standard 's this week quo:.e:l ai .iD.75, modations to be found in
lthough the treaty provides for a uniform
quick st and most permaner
remedy
the
.;.-- electrolytic am eastiivj',
cure for catarrh ;. ,d cold in the head.
reduction ol 20 per cent from the present r.ni:;'
DellM. PoTTEr, Gor.Mgr.Ariz.GoldM.Ci
tariff charges on Cuban products entering Sri. 45.
Messrs. El? fiaos.: I have been afilíete
.
Mexico.
section of New
the United States, a parallel list of proOPTICIAN.
with catarrh f if twenty years. It made 111
ht I had consumption.
ducts has been drawn up in which the scale
so weak 1 1
Alex 1. Wvatt, K'efracting and .Mann- h?
Ely's Cream Balm and i
f
got
one
item
made
is set for the reduction on each
Street, home and see us.
iacturing Optician. 110
stopped. It is tl
lischarge
da'
thref
by Cuba and the United States, respec Chicago, is expected to arrive here in a few
.' have used for catarrh.
best 'mm
tively. It is impossible now to make any (lavS) nvl vx11 lu. pl,;nsi.,l to meet any who
Fr.ANK E. KlNDLESriRi
Prolm
Land,
m
cnange
nsi.
mis
material
n1.lv. m,.i his srrvjr0s.
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Plenty of Snow.

ASSAY OFFICE

In the mountains ol New Mexico the
snow is four feet deep, and wolves and wild
animals have been driven to the valleys ol
the White Oaks country in search ol lood.
The beasts have preyed upon the herds ot
sheep and the losses have been severe. --

Portales Herald.
The foregoing is a

Vi"

i

so)

There has
( ).d.s
in
White
the
snow
little
been very
country and there have been no losses to
amount to anything on account ol wild
animals. Wolves have been a little troublesome near Picacho, sixty miles "asi ol
White Oaks, but we haven't heard of an
losses in this section from such cause--.- .
.
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Catron Got Punched.
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special from Washington say; th it
Tlminas 15. Catron, o! S.mia ft, wee
struck with an umbrella by Col. Thos.
Smith in the lobby of Willard's hotei in
that city. A light between the two men
was only averted by the intervention ol
111 iilual friends.
A

A Good Future.
"I have just visited parts ol DiuAna,
Otero and Lincoln counties, and noti 'ed
that then; was a good deal ol mining devel--

S. M. PARKER,

Notary
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nuloklv usfort iiin our opinion tree whether an
itivontUm i 4 protinhlv puirntiiblo. f'oiniimnii'a.
on l'atcnts
t ions strictly oonuUentml. HANDBOOK
sent, t'roe. (hloMt iifiicy fur HucurliiK putont.
I'jitnnta t.iUcn throiiirh Munn & Co. receive
special not ice, wit liout ch;iro, la tho

Scíeiíílííc American.
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pment going on," says a Colorado mining
man. "Considerable improvement was
noticed in Lincoln count)', and that district
has a very promising future.

50 YEARS'
EXPERIENCE
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Holidy Excursion.
VIA

E. P.

.

N. E. SYSTEM.

Local rate between all local points
the System, One Vare For Konnd Tr
Tickets on Sale Dec. 2.5, 24.
3. 31 n
laimary ist. Limit, January nl hk'v
Through lonnd Trip '1'iekets ' will a
to points in the Sonthea
he on sale
points in Arkansas, Misso
various
Also to
Kansas, Colorado, Nebraska, Iowa, M
neso'.a, both of the Dakotas, Wiscons-anNorthern Illinois at Kate of One F
phis two dollars for the round trip.
17. 21
Dates of Sale, December
,

i'inal return limit (y) days from dat(
sale.
Fórralas, time, tables or other infori
tion, call on or address.
A. N. l'.Knv
V. II. Cook,
(5. I. AAyenf. (arrizoxo,
Id l'aso, Te:
N. M.
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The Largest Stock of Christmas Goods and
Novelties ever display
White
1
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Dolls, all sizes

Book Games

Something new in Opal Dec

Spelling Blocks
Iron and Tin Toys
Cut Glass and Silverware
China and Glassware
Indoor Games

orated Queensware
Dolls and Rattles for the
c?r babies

i

Toy China Sets
Albums,

1

Toilet Sets
Wooden and Iron Wagons
Mechanical Toys
.

Trumpets and Guns
1
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MINING NEWS.
Continuad 'rom First Page.

icanswith their

rimitive methods of

Because of ibis, iliere are thousands
upon thousands of cubic yards ' of good
placer gravel, not ich enough for the rocker or the .hand; drj, ashér, but a veritable
bonatiE fpr"the manor company who will
go in and
taved machinery to
handle this ground
momically and in
large quantities. Tl
Kree Gold Min
ing and Milling Com
are doing, and
will no doubt makt
and success of
their endeavor.
During the last tux'
years there
have büen thousands of men coming and going into the J carilla placer diggings, and
many of them, recognizing the great richness of the camp, have attempted to interest capital to work the ground, and considerable capital has been turned this way,
but always the attempt was made with a
dry washer, and a failure was the result.
It is the universal experience of all old mining men that dry washers are a failure, and
especially has this been the case in the
J carillas.
The Jicarilla has always been a dry
camp, and it was considered futile io try
to get water of any amount, but two years
ago the American Placer Company
put in
well drilling machine, and the result was
the finest well of water in Lincoln
count).
This has changed the whole course oí procedure in mining in the J carillas, and now
that plenty of water is assured, wet concentrators are going in and dialling machinery will be installed
the
ramp.
The Free Cold Mining and Milling Com-pannow has a 3000 foot oil well rig on
their ground and are drilling for water.
They also have a small saw mill with which
they cut their own lumber for their houses
and mill plant. Their mill plant will consist of elevators to run the gravid and to
carry off the tailings, and of a system of
pttt-jm.im-
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the spring, and before the year 1903 comes

to an end, the Kico Mining and M illing Co.
will be put on our list of dividend payers.

Silk and Linen Handkerchiefs, Silk and
Cashmere Mufflers, Silk lined Gloves, fine
line of Cents and Ladies' Neckwear, fancy
Suspenders, and lots of other useful articles
for Xmas Presents at Ziegler Pros.

Program.
The following program has been prepared for the Christian Union service of

Kpworth League and Christian F.ndeavor
societies, to be held at 3 o'clock Sunday,
Dec. 2ist, at the Congregational church,
and to which everybody is most cordially
invited:
Opening song "Joy to the World."
Rico Mining aid Milling Co.
Prayer Rev. Hamilton.
The Rico Mining and Milling Co. is a
P.ible lesson Mrs. Leighner.
corporation composed of homo people, who
Star exercise Junior League.
are thoroughly familiar with the resources
Recitation
"The Little Christmas
of the country and have had considerable Tree."
experience in mining The home office of
Octette "Prince of Peace."
the company is Nogal, New Mexico.
Mandolin club "Nearer My Cod to
The Kico company has wisely selected Thee."
the Jicarilla placer diggings as their
Address Rev. Hamilton.
of operations, and through the elloris of
Duet "Wonderful Name."
Ceo. K. Sligh, who has been elected generRecitation
"Clorv Over The:
Ouartetto "Some" uy."
al manager for this company, has acquired
Address - Mr. Sager.
300 acres of tin; best placer diggings in the
Recitation"Little Gotheb."
district.
Song- - "Praise Ye the Lord."
Song "America."
The Kico company has joined n with
Penediction
Kev. Hamilton.
the Free Cold M.
M. Co. in die purchase
of a 3000-foo- t
oil well drilling machine,
Cut Class, Fancy Toilet Cards, Albums,
which will be operated on the Kico properWork Poxes, line line of Jewelry, etc. .etc.,
ty earl)' in the spring.
at closing out Sal.Prices at Ziegler Pros.
This company will put n n placer maJohn C. Wharton and wife are in the
chine like the Free Cold company, but town from
Three Rivers. M. A. Wharton
on a larger scale, and wili handle a larger
Co.
ii
have sold out at Three Rivers to Josamount of gravel.
eph Vv Plackwell, formerly of this city.
'robablv the richest diggings in the camp John Wharton
will open a general merare owned by this company. The ground
chandising store at Hondo.
was purchased from Kichard Murphy, who
John W. Owens' bond has been fixed by
has been living on th(! ground for the last
Judge
McMillan.
ha- years, working it continually. Careful
The bond as sheriff
is
';y)o.)
and
the
bond
as collector of saloon
examinations of this ground places the avand
gambling licenses Ssooo.
erage value of the gravel at 51.50 a ton,
with a rich streak on bed rock that o'ten
A splendid line of Gentlemen's
Fancy
pans twenty-liv- e
cents to the pan.
Slippers, just the thing for an Xmas presWork will be pushed by this company in ent, at Ziegler Pros.
--
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screens and concentrators that will handle
about 2oo tons of grav el daily. The whole
plant will be mounted on rail road trucks
and placed on bed rock, and as fast as
gravel is worked the plant will be moved
up and in this way kept close up to gravid
pits. The company has secured the services of Mr. S. P. Wise, a mining man of con
siderable experience, to put in their plant,
and under his supervision they will have an
plant.
Mr. Wise has made
some valuable improvements in this line of
work and will give the company the benefit of his inventions.
We predict a big success for this company and mark it a heavy producer lor the
year iooj.
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The Holidays.
It seems to us that Thursday, our

publi-

cation day, manages to fall upon more holidays than any other day of the week or
year. We published this year on Thanksgiving day, and the entire force were busy,
next week, thursday the 25, we must publish again. Nevertheless, we found plenty
to be thankful for on November 27, and if
conditions, temporal and spiritual, are as
favorable Christmas we will still be happy
on that day, notwithstanding
the fact that
it will be necessary for us to be limited of
coin and to wear more ink than smiles, and
that wo must labor while more fortunate
people may spend the day in turkey festivities, nog and line flavored Ilavanas.
Nobody can keep us from hoping that
some time we may have a summer cottage
at the seashore and an income from government bonds, even if we are right in the
middle of
See?
May Jingle readers have glad hearts on
Christmas day, rind we hope Old Father
Time will be good to them, and give thrm
many annual returns of like measures of
good cheer, contentment and happiness.
way-out-we-

Christmas Services.

I

Sunday morning the Methodist

pastor

will use as a text, Luke
:io-i"Christ
His mission in the world and its accomplishment." In the evening the text will
be Math. S:iS, j0l 0: "The great comi:

mission."
It will be noticed that these texts bring
into view the two extremes in the life and

work of the Savior of the world. The lirst
is the angel's announcement of His birth.
The second is His last utterance before His
ascension to the Father.
At 3 o'clock in the afternoon the two
young people's societies of the Congregational and Methodist churches will join in
a union service at the Congregational
church. The topic will be, "Christmas -Us message and motive.
Mrs. S. M.
Parker will lead the meeting.

For a line selection of Fancy China
Ware and Medallions go to Ziegler Pros.

AROUND THE HOUSE
LITTLE

THINGS

OF MORE
LESS IMPORTANCE.

OB

Cheap Method of Renovating Old
Clothes
Chairs Good Home-MadCloset Convenient Shelf for
the Pantry.
e

Cheap Upholstering. To renew the
seat of the old chair which has worn
out and you do not consider it is worth
having recaned:
Kirst, remove ail
small pieces of cane left in holes; then
use the stout brown cord which the
ftconornical housekeeper saves or picture wire, and tie the cord or wire in
one of the holes at the side of the
chai and cress to the opposite side
and then through into the next hole
and back to the other side until it is
finished; then begin from the front
and weave in and out to the back.
When it is done, if you do not think it
is strong enough, tack two strips of
webbing from front to back and side
to side. If you have not curled hair
use excelsior to make a padding after
first, covering the strips with a piece
of -- lolh to keep the padding from
fulling through. Cover with whatever
you wish, leather, tapestry or velour,
and tack down with brass-headelacks.
Home-MadClothes Closet. Take a
pine strip of the desired length, another strip the desired width of the
closet, each st rip one inch thick and
three inches wide. Nail these strips
y
to the joists in the ceiling with
nails in the corner of the room
where the closet is wanted. Shelves
can be put on the side wall or end
wall, or both places, and clothes'
hooks and hangers can be fastened to
shelves and wall. Drape a curtain of
any desirable material to the outside
of the pine strips to inclose the closet.
Shelf in the Pantry. If placed just
below the lowest shelf a narrow shelf
i i the kitchen cupboard will be found
a great convenience. It should be made
from a board as long as the cupboard,
but only four inches in width; rest it
on cleats or four flat screw eyes, using
two at each side of the cupboard. This
shelf may be used for holding small
jars, bottles and spice boxes.
Home Guilder's Suggestions. When
building a house, if the hot water boiler is placed in the bathroom it will give
its warmth where most needed instead of in the already overheated
kitchen.
Have a trap opening in the roof,
operated by an iron rod that extends
down into one of the rooms. This admits of a thorough ventilation of the
attic, releasing the accumulation of
hot air next the roof.
Each room below the attic may have
an iron shutter ventilator that opens
and closes by means of two hanging
brass chains.
Prevent Dust from Furnace. If
users of hot air furnaces will tack a
piece of coarse burlap over the cold
air duct on the outside of the house
they will be astonished at the amount
of dust, smoke and soot it will keep
out, to the advantage of walls and curtains. Prush the burlap frequently; it
will need it.
Proper Place to Purn Garbage. Put
garbage in the middle hole in front of
your coal range, not in the Are and not
by the stove pipe. After it is burned
shovel it out and empty with the ashes
or use as a fertilizer in the garden.
d
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Baked Veal Steak.
slice of veal steak cut
Order
three-fourthof an inch thick. Putter
pan
a dripping
and sprinkle it with
salt and pepper and a bit of finely
chopped onion. Lay the steak on this.
Sprinkle the top with salt, pepper,
chopped onion, and a few bits of butter. Pake for 30 minutes in a moderate oven. Remove to a hot platter.
Add to the pan two level tablespoon-- f
uls of butter. When melted add two
tablespoons of flour and stir in grad- tially one cup and a quarter of boiling
'
water. Season with salt and pepper,
rook three minutes, then strain itorer
the veal. Garnish with parsley.
a
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$100 Reward, $100.

POOR JOHN!

The readers of tola paper will be pleased to learn
that science
that there ta at least one dreaded disease
has been able to cure in all Us stages, and that Is
Catarrh. Hall's Catarrh Cure Is the only positive
cure now known to the medical fraternity. Catarrh

being a constitutional disease, requires a constitutional treatment. Hall's Catarrh Cure Is taken Internally, acting directly upon the blood aud mucous
surfaces of the system, thereby demroylug the
foundation of the dlseane, and giving the patient
strength by building up the constitution and assisting nature In doing Its work. The proprietors have
so much faith In its curative powers that they offer
One Hundred Dollars for any case that It falls to
cure. Send for list of testimonials.
Address V. J. CHENEV & CO., Toledo, O.
Sold by all Druggists, 75c,
Take Hall's Family FUI for constipation.

LaugH and Grow Fat; No.
There is nothing in the maxim
"laugh and grow fat" or else the
fail to grow mirthful over their
own merrymaking.
Great humorists seldom are fat. F.
BUILT on HONOR"
P. Dunne is the heaviest, weighing
about 160 pounds. The weight of
You must wear MAYER
others living is: Mark Twain, 150
HONORBILT SHOES, to apprepounds; George Ade, 147; Jerome K.
Scrappeigh I was a confounded
ciate their superiority over other
Jerome, 143, and W. W. Jacobs, 132. fool when I got married!
makes. They have the style and
O. Henry is really a great humorist,
Mrs. Scrappeigh Well, John, marwearing qualities, and feel right
but he is in the
class.
ried life hasn't changed you any!
the first; wear long and well,
from
Home Magazine.
and look good to the last.
IT SEEMED INCURABLE
She Was in No Hurry.
Rev. Dr. Wallace, new pastor of the Body Raw with Eczema Discharged
East End Daptist church, brought a
from Hospitals as Hopeless Cutí-cur- a
new one to Cleveland with him.
Remedies Cured Him.
According to the story, a Poston
girl got on the street car one day car"From the age of three months until
rying one of those muffs the size of an fifteen years old, my son Owen's life
ordinary hassock. She had only one was made intolerable by eczema in its
hand in the mufC A young man sit- worst form. In spite of treatments the
ting next to her took advantage of the disease gradually spread until nearly
opportunity to slip his hand into the every part of his body was quite raw.
unoccupied end of the muff.
SHOES FOR MEN
lie used to tear himself dreadfully in
The Poston girl turned upon him his sleep and the agony he went
severely. "1 could have you arrested through is quite beyond words. The
are made with great care, of the
for such a familiarity," said she. regimental doctor pronounced the case
highest grade material, by skilled
"Put," she added, "I'm from Poston hopeless. AVe had him in hospitals
workmen. They are honest
and I purpose to keep calm. Now, I'll four times and he was pronounced one
through and through. You get
just give you ten minutes to let go of of the worst cases ever admitted.
Style, quality and comfort in buying
my hand." Cleveland Plain Dealer.
From each he was discharged as inMAYER HONORBILT SHOES.
We kept trying remedy
curable.
HAD TO GET STRENGTH FIRST.
gotten
remedy,
after
but had
almost
Your dealer will supply you; i!
past hoping for a cure. Six months
not, write to us. Look for the
Hard Worked Woman Not Ready to ago we purchased a set of Cuticura
Mayer Trade Mark on the sole.
Face Hired Girl Problem.
Remedies. The result was truly marvelous and
he is perfectly cured.
We also make Leading Lady
A Massachusetts man, whose busiMrs. Lily Hedge, Oamblewell Green,
Shoes, Martha Washington Comfort
ness frequently takes him over the England, Jan. 12, 1ÜU7."
Shoes, Special Merit School Shoes.
line into Vermont, says that one evening he was a guest at a farm house in
Oysters R In.
F, Mayer Boot & Shoe Company
Waiter Yes. sir; we can give you
that state when he observed that the
wife of the owner a poor, wan little an oyster stew. Oysters are in season
WIS.
MILWAUKEE,
woman was doing every bit of the now.
work around the house.
Guest Well, see that a few of them
it
S
As he himself put it, she did an ret
into the stew. Philadelphia
II
&
amount of work that would have put Ledger.
an ordinary Massachusetts horse to
Thai an article may be good as well
shame and he really felt like a vilC
as cheap, and give entire satisfaction,
lain sitting there watching her.
Feeling considerable compassion for is proven by the extraordinary sale of
Positively cured by
the woman, who looked as if ready to Defiance Starch, each package containing
more Starch than ICARTEÍ& these Little Pills.
drop from overwork, the visitor
s
They also relievo
can be had of any other brand for the
asked:
InDyspepsia,
from
CTlTTLE
"Why don't you get help here? same money.
digestion and Too Hearty
Surely you are not going to try to pull
Eating. A perfect rem,
First Postoffice Scheme.
edy for Dizziness,
through the long winter without a
was
Drowsiness, Bad
a
The first post office scheme
j PILLS.
hired girl."
Taste In the Mouth, Coatprivate enterprise and was inauguA sickly smile came to the pallid
ed Tongue, Pain in tie
face of the woman. "Waal, dunno," rated about 1404.
Side, TOKPID LIVER.
They regulate the Dowels. Purely Vegetable.
she said. "I don't feel as if 1 could
Brown's Bronchial Troches
just yit; but p'raps ef f should get to
SMALL PILL, SMALL DOSE. SMALL PRICE.
world-wida
have
reputation for curfeelin' a little better and stronger I
ing coughs, sore throats and relieving
Genuine Must Bear
might." Illustrated Magazine.
CARTER'S
bronchitis and asthma.
Signature
PANTRY CLEANED
It is easier for a man to acquire a í?TvkER
bad reputation than it is for his chilA Way Some People Have.
dren to live it down.
REFUSE SUBSTITUTES.
A doctor said:
V 1. IS Cl'KKi) 1 N ti TO 14 DAYS.
NT KNT is Kii:ir:interl
fure any ease
"Pefore marriage my wile observed I'Ao
i
lirliinu. 1:1 ml. Hit'cdi iiif or I'mtriKlirig Piles in
;"(),'.
t
r
iikpIWV
refunded.
in summer and country homes, coming !i
1 1
1 or fresh
ñ Mwr
wi
in touch with families of varied means,
A virtuous deed should never be
ness, purit v aiul relicult lire, tastes and discriminating tenability, Fcrry'sSeods
delayed. Alexander Dow.
arc in a cl.'.ss by them
dencies, that the families using PosIf BI
selves, farmers
tura seemed to average better than1
have confidence
In them because
those using coffee.
they know they
we
"When
were married two years
can be relied upon. Don't expert'
ago, Poslum was among our first older
inert with cheap
of groceries. We also put in some cofsecM your sure-tlies in buying
fee and tea for guests, but after both
seeds sent outby
had stood around ttie pantry about a
a conscientious
anl trustworthy
year untouched, they were thrown
hrtnse.
away, and Postum used only.
Farrv' Seed Annual
lor WW Is 'KKK. Addrem
"tip to the age of 2S had been acD M.FertS
..Detroit, Míe.
customed to drink coffee as a routine
habit and suffered constantly from indigestion and all its relative disorders.
i LIVE STOCK AND
MISCELLANEOUS ELECTROTYPE
Since using Postum all the old comby
In (crt't variety for mile at . tlio lowpft priplaints have completely left me and 1
Adam Si., UCd(U
A.N. kKl.MM.G NKNSrtPHUO.,-,3turn Mini
m
ium
na
sometimes wonder if I ever had them."
Name riven by Postum Co., Rattle
DEFIANCE Gold Water Starch
Creek. Mich. Head, "The Itoad to
makes laundry work a plcYsuro. 10 o. pkg. 10c.
Wellville ,V in pkgs. "There'- - - "eason."
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OPENS GRAVE FOR

NEW STYLE OF OMELET.
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Sift together a scant gill of flour
and one and a half tablespoons powdered sugar; also a pinch of salt. Stir
pint cold milk.
smooth with one-hal- f
one-halStrain and add
lemon rind,
and cook to a thick paste which will
free itself from the sides of the pan.
Cool it a little and add five whole
yolks one by one. Then stir in very
gently the stiffly beaten whites of
six eggs. Put into the omelet pan
two tablespoons butter, melt it, and
pour in the omelet, and turn out the
gas flame. Let it stand three minutes,
then put in the oven from eight to ten
minutes till the top begins to dry.
Butter a large piece of paper, put it
on a tin cover, and invert the omelet
pan on it, turning out the omelet. ' In
the pan heat another tablespoon butter, slide the paper into the pan, omelet up, and put in the oven five or six
minutes more. Heat a large jar of
apricot jam or orange marmalade. Remove the omelet from the pan, fold
it, and, lifting it up very gently, fill it
with the warm Jam or marmalade.
Sprinkle the top with powdered sugar
and glaze on the grill.
TO

PICTURE.

Sorrowing Widow Had to Have PI
ture by Which to Remember Hubby.

Add This to Your List of Breakfast

Dainties.

A

"PICKED

UP.

Use of Scrap Baskets Will Save Much
Time and Labor.

To be exhumed after he had been
buried for 20 days and told to sit up

and "look pleasant" was the tough
luck that befell a corpse out at Wood-lawcemetery, New York, the other
day. Henry Brown, a train dispatcher
on the One Hundred and Twenty-nint- h
street elevated road, died December 6 of rheumatic gout and was
buried decently and in order. Some
two weeks after the funeral it occurred to Mrs. Brown that she would
like a photograph of her husband,
having none that did him justice. Immediately she petitioned the Bronx
health department for permission to
exhume Henry and snapshot him.
The health department was somewhat dazed, but granted the request,
and so, with a photographer and an
undertaker,
Mrs. Brown went to
Woodlawn and had the three weeks'
corpse dug up. Brown was taken
both profile and full face.

For Infants and Children,

n

The Kind You Have
Always Bought

Easy Way to Have Useful
Always on Hand.

Material

Boil two handfuls hops in two quarts
water until reduced to three pints.
Strain the liquor and return to the
pot. Thicken with one cupful of wheat
flour mixed smooth with a little cold
water. Let boil three or four minutes,
potatoes,
then add six medium-sizefreshly boiled and mashed. Let the
whole stand until lukewarm, then
strain, add a cupful good yeast and
.
set where it will keep
a
frothy,
tablespoonful
When
add
salt,
stir in a little wheat flour and enough
Indian meal to enable you to roll
dough about an inch thick.
Cut into small round cakes, spead
on shallow platters and dry in a shady
airy place. Turn twice a day v.'hile
drying. When perfectly dry anl hard,
put in a paper or cloth bag, tir tightly, and hang in a cool, dry iJace.
When you wish to use them for bead,
soak in lukewarm water until soft.
One will be sufficient to make three
or four loaves of bread.

Promotes
and Rest.Contains neither
Opium .Morphine nor Mineral

Hot Ham Sandwiches.
Cut thin slices of while breaj and
spread half of them with soft gutter

Of

Fipt of Old DrSAMVEimVrSR,
Pumpkin

Mx.otnna

'

Rothell Salts -Aniit Sttd
fkppermint -B CarintaUSvdt
Worm Sent -Clarifitd S uyar
Winkryrten. Flavor.

In

Use

A Derfed Remedy for Constipa
tion , Sour Stomach,Diarrhoea,
Worms .Convulsions .Feverish
ness and LOSS OF SLEEP

For Over

Facsimile Signature of

Thirty Years

The Centaur Company,

NEW YORK
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Guaranteed qnder the Food arc)
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Exact Copy of Wrapper.
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NO MORE MUSTARD PLASTERS TO BLISTER
THE SCIENTIFIC AND MODERN EXTERNAL

Capsicum-Vaselin-

EXTRACT

PEPPER

COUNTER-IRRITAN-

A

T.

1

e

OF THE CAYENNE
PLANT TAKEN

DIRECTLY IN VASELINE

DON'T WAIT TILL THE PAIN
COMES-HE- EP
A TUBE HANDY
A QUICK, SURE, SAFE AND ALWAYS READY CURE FOR PAIN. PRICE 15c.
IN COLLAPSIBLE TUBES MADE OF PURE TIN AT ALL DRUGGISTS AND
STAMPS.
DEALERS, OR BY MAIL ON RECEIPT OF 15c. IN POSTAGE

Weekly.

A substitute for and superior to mustard or any other plaster, and will not
and curative qualities of the
blister the most delicate skin. The
article are wonderful. It will stop the toothache at once, and relieve Headache and Sciatica. We recommend it as the best and safest external counter-irrita- nt
known, also as an external remedy for pains in the chest and stomaoh
and all Rheumatic, Neuralgic and Gouty complaints. A trial will prove what
we claim for it, and it will be found to be invaluable in the household and for
children. Once used no family will be without it. Many people say "It hi
Accept no preparation of vaseline unless
the best of all your preparations."
the same carries our libel, as otherwise it is not genuine.
pain-allayi-

His Own Hand.
Everyone is the son of his ' own
works. Cervantes.

Habitual

Send yojr address and we will mail our Vaseline Booklet describing
our preparations which will interest you.

Constipation

17 State St.

ay be permanently overcome by proper

personal efforts. v.itMKe assistance
óftheow truly onejiaal laxative
remedy, Sjruj) ojíigs andílCl'uxrojScurm,
which enables one ioorm regular
kabitü éaily $o thai assistance to nature may be gradually dispensed w'dh
vvtan ho longer needed a$thebestof
remedies, when required, are to assist
nature and not to supplant the natur.
al functions, vhich must depend ulti

mately upon propev nourishment,
proper

effortsandriKt

living generally.

get its benejicial effects, always
buy tbe enu'me
To

'

and the remaining half with finely
chopped ham. Tress the slices together and remove the crust. lieat one
egg slightly, add one-hal- f
cup milk and
strain over the sandwiches. When
moistened place them in a hot frying
pan containing two level tablespoons
rf butter, llrown nicely on both sides
and serve at once.

Am

Not Narc otic.

By

d

luke-warm-

II II

EHgestiorCheerful-ncs- s
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Bears the
Signature

The extraordinary popularity of fine
white goods this summer makes the
choice of Starch a matter of great importance. Defiance Starch, being free
from all injurious chemicals, is the
only one which is safe to use on fine
fabrics. Its great strength as a stiffen-e- r
makes half the usual quantity of
Starch necessary, with the result of
perfect finish, equal to that when the
goods were new.

Have a scrap basket in each room.
doing you will find that even the
children will drop scraps of paper and
Effects of the Trade.
waste matter into them. You will be
"A shoemaker is a poor sort of creasaved the countless steps to the kitchture."
en stove, or wherever is the final
"Why so?"
receptacle of your rubbish that you
"Because he is by trade a heeler,
are accustomed to make. You will and there is not a time when he is not
be relieved of the tiresome task of willing to sell his sole."
bobbing up and down picking up the
"But you must admit he has one
scraps
paper,
of
pieces
of
thread,
little
virtue."
bits of lint and dirt t bat are uncon"What is it?"
sciously dropped upon the floor or
"He will stick to the last."
table for the want of a place to put
By following the directions, which
them. Then when you tidy up in the
morning you can start right in with are plainly printed on each package of
your sweeping and dusting without Defiance Starch, Men's Collars and
first going through that awful "pick- Cuffs can be made just as stiff as deing up" ordeal. Take one scrap bas- sired, with either gloss or domestic
ket and empty all others into it and finish. Try it, 16 oz. for 10c, sold by
dispose of it all at once. Very simple all good grocers.
scrap baskets may be made by cutting
A Question of Temperature.
out pieces of cardboard and covering
Husband What is the difference bewith pretty wall paper or cheap denim
tween the love of a lover and the love
and tying together with ribbons.
of a husband?
Wife About :m degrees FahreFOR HOP YEAST CAKES.

PER CENT.'
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SHOES AT ALL
i
PRICES. FOR EVERY
MEMBER OFTHE FAMILY.
MEN. BOYS, WOMEN. MISSES AND CHILDREN.

ytcn
y

W. L.

X
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Douglas makam and malla mora Kift

mon'm$2.B0,$3.00and$3.B0ahoea
than any other manufacturo' In the
EG? world, bocauao they hold their
ahage, tit better, wear longer, and
or greater value man anyotner
ytxt oro
ahomm In the world

3

'ied
JSxctututíw
Any
At
Piles
Shoes Cannot 6a Eaualted
$d and $5
Wo Sabttltjjte.
CAUTIOV. W. L. Douglas name and price li stamped on bottom.
i"
Sold by tbe best nhoe trolera everywhere, bboes mailed from frrtory to any part of the
JOlJCH.A8, Mrockton, Moss.
W.
trated Catalog free to auy addrei.
to-da- v.

W I

Dmitri

Hilt Fricro

Take

i..

ty the

California

Fig Syrup Co

wpiit

CHESEBROUGH MFG. CO.

.

only

SOLD BVALL LEADING DRUGGISTS
one size only, regular price 50$ pr Bottle

If you want to batch every fertile

egg, you ihould get a

Mandy
Lee Incubator
tt'n the machine that It "built that way."

because
None other like it. Catalog tellx how and why. Head
(.ho. II. LKKtO., Ornaba, Nebr.
for It today-NOW.

W. N. UÓDEÑVeR.

NO. 6, 1908.

PAttkER'S

HAIR BALSAMh

nn..
Prnmntaa

anil hiintifiel the
a luxuriant growth.

Meyer Falls to Beetore Orsy
Hair to its youtnrut ViOT

Curei icalp diifei ft hair falling,
Oc, and $1.00 at prugirltU

PUTNAM FADELESS DYES

Color more poodi brighter and faster colora than any other dye. One 10c packaoe color all libera. The dye In co'd water better than any
to Dye, Bleach and Mu Celora.
aw torment without ripping, apart. Writ tor tree booklet-H- ew
O RUO O
MOM

ROE

other

dye.
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